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Find a partner (or a group of three). Following these instructions, see if you can carry out the
RSA algorithm (with “toy”-size parameters), with one of you playing the role of Alice and one of
you playing the role of Bob. Then, switch the roles and repeat.

All of this can be done in Sage. You may have to search the internet for Sage commands that do
particular things. If you get stuck, ask me for help.

Alice and Bob agree together on what kind of messages they want to send each other. A number
is easiest; this could be an arbitrary number, a phone number, or something else of no more than
about 10 digits. To send a word or a string of text instead of a number, Bob will need to digitize his
message first; if doing this, agree together on what digitization scheme is being used.

Alice chooses two 6-digit prime numbers p and q at random. She then computes n = pq and
m = φ(n). She chooses a random integer E such that 1 < E < m and gcd(m,E) = 1, and she
finds some integer D such that DE ≡ 1 (mod m). Alice sends (n,E) to Bob.

Bob chooses a number x with 0 ≤ x < n as his message to Alice. (If Bob’s message is text, he
digitizes it first.) Bob then computes y ≡ xE (mod n), which will be the ciphertext for his message.
Bob then transmits y to Alice.

Alice computes yD (mod n); this should be the message x. Check in with Bob to see if the
message is correct.

These were small, “toy”-size parameters, so it’s not hard to “break” the encryption by factoring
n. Either Alice or Bob (or both working together) may pretend to be an eavesdropper who knows
only n, E, and y, and who wants to recover the message x. Factor n using Sage. Using the method
discussed in the last lecture, recover the secret key and the message.

If you have more time, you could try implementing a “toy” version of Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change (for the group G = U(p)), as described in the last lecture. Alternatively, you could try to
implement RSA with real-world sized parameters (p and q should each be at least 150 digits). Or
you could read about padding schemes used along with RSA to prevent certain types of attacks
(see the Wikipedia article for RSA and the references therein). You may also spend time discussing
ideas for your final projects.


